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Sturdy white laces
 Securing the perfect fit

Laced shoes offer that little extra comfort  
for your bowlers, simply because the upper  
is wrapped around your foot better with  
laces. Laces offer a more adjustable fit.

High quality velcro
 Fastening in a second

Taking off your shoes is of course just as easy, 
an advantage when it comes to changing over 
lanes. Your new bowlers can start right away  
and will not lose valuable playing time.

RENTAL  
SHOES
  VALUE LINE

This shoe offers a comfortable  
fit for an affordable price.

Sizes EU 22- 52/UK 5- 18

Sizes EU 37- 52/UK 4- 18

The fastest way to get your  
bowlers on and off the lanes

Laces are easily replaced when necessary. 

Fresh white laces make your shoes look 

like new again.

Reinforced eyelets and high quality  

velcro ensure a long life span.
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Classy and elegant 
 Shoes to show off 

With the popularity of boutique 
centres, the demand for a classy 
rental shoe has grown. This has 
resulted in the development of 
an elegant rental shoe. Velcro 
fastening to assist with faster
customer change over and 
available in 2 versions: Premium 
and Value. The latter is a real 
price fighter.

TRENDY 
CHOICE

Your boutique style   
bowling centre is a  
great match with this 
classy rental shoe

This Value-version is  
a real price fighter

Both versions are fully double stitched 

and have a genuine leather slide sole. 

The premium version comes with an upper and insole  

made from premium leather and starts at size EU 28/UK 10.

EU 22- 50/UK 5- 16
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RENTAL  
SHOES
  PREMIUM LINE

All leather rental
 Reliable for many years

This quality laced rental shoe is the renowned 
bowling shoe. Back in the days mocked for it’s 
‘funny’ appearance now they are hailed as the 
best classic bowling shoe. A true original.

Sturdy construction
 Elegant design

Just like the value version this premium version is 
fully double stitched for an even longer life span. 
On top of that the upper and insole are made 
from premium cowhide leather.

Your #1 choice when you strive to 
offer the best bowling experience.

Sizes EU 28- 50/UK 10- 16

Sizes EU 28- 50/UK 10- 16

Happy Bowling shoes have a sturdy 
design with high quality velcro straps 
and reinforced eyelets

Goodyear Welt Construction: the premium 

leather upper, insole and slide sole are  

stitched together.

This premium version of the Happy Bowling  

rental shoe is completed with a chrome 

slide sole from first class cowhide leather.
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Quality & convenience
 The perfect mix

The premium leather upper is 
fully double stitched and has 
a sturdy reinforced front for a 
long lasting comfortable fit.  
The use of high quality velcro 
ensures your customers can
get on and off the lanes  
quickly which reduces queuing 
to a minimum.

The best bowling experience for bowlers also  

reduces queuing to a minimum when changing lanes.

For added support a steel shank* is placed between heel and sole.

SOLID 
CHOICE

When looking to offer a 
#1 bowling experience
for your customers

EU 28- 50/UK 10- 16

The fastest way to  
get your bowlers on  
and off the lanes
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CENTRE  
HYGIENE
  ESSENTIALS

The vaporizer does not use
propellant gas and is therefore
very environmentally friendly.

Refreshing your bowling shoes
should be easy and practical.

You want your customers to really
experience your attention for hygiene.

The extra fine spray ensures quick

drying and has a pleasant fragrance.

The spray eliminates unpleasant odours

and leaves a pleasant fragrance.

This mini spray enables your bowlers  

to be in control of their own hygiene.

Eliminates all odours
 Hygienic experience

Bowltech Shoe spray is an easy to use
premium quality freshener with a pleasant
fragrance. Your customers will notice your  
attention to hygiene in your centre.

500 ML / 12 cans a box

Centre package
 Including vaporizer

The Centre package comes in a box which
includes a 5 litre can and a vaporizer. This
sprayer does not use propellant gas and
can be used time and time again.

5 LTR including vaporizer

Biotech Smell Remover
 Gives customers control

For bowlers who want to be absolutely sure of 
fresh shoes you can offer the Smell Remover. A 
mini spray they can bring along every time they 
come bowling.

50 ML / 12 sprays a box Customers personal use
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Centre hygiene is key 
 now more than ever 

Protective socks were initially 
developed for use in hospitals. 
Because these socks prevent
against cross contamination
they are now widely used
by bowling centres all over
Europe. It’s the perfect solution 
for recreational bowlers who  
object to wearing rental shoes.

HEALTHY 
CHOICE

The perfect hygienic 
solution for a 
very affordable price

100 pairs in a box

Caring about hygiene 
is not enough, you  
also want to show it 
with this displaybox

XS EU 34 - 36 / UK 1 - 3 
S EU 37 - 40 / UK 4 - 5
M EU 41 - 44 / UK 6 - 8
L EU 45 + / UK 9 +

Bowlsoxx come  
in four different  
sizes, ensuring  
a perfect fit for 
every customer.
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HOUSE  
BALLS
  BASIC SERIES

Renowned classic
 With a new pearl finish

Bowltech house balls are made from a very  
durable and tough urethane construction.  
As a result we have had less than 0,1 %  
returns in the last 15 years. Recently we  
improved this renowned classic with a new  
pearl finish. Reliability, appearance and  
comfort, this house ball has it all!

Available weights 6- 16 lbs

Available weight: 5 lbs

If the durability of your house balls 
is very important to you then this 
is your house ball!

This Bowltech Junior house ball  
is lighter than the lightest house 
ball. The perfect choice for kids.

NEW: R
ecently we improved this classic 

house ball with a new pearl finish

The Junior house ball is made from a durable 

and light weight urethane material.

A light and handy house ball
  Guaranteed to hit the pins

The perfect ball to keep your youngest customers  
bowling! The unique shade of green makes this 
ball easy to identify from your regular house 
balls. Because young bowlers have less strength 
in their fingers, this ball only comes in an undrilled 
version.

SEE ALSO:

KIDS BOWLING  
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Hand fatigue or blisters can be reasons to stop playing

Wide bevels prevent your bowlers from quitting

These balls glow under black light giving an extra touch to the bowling experience.

SOLID 
CHOICE

You want to prevent 
your bowlers from hand 
fatigue and blisters

You prefer to have a  
stylish and shiny house 
ball with a pearl finish

Colour-coded weights 
 For easy recognition

Bowltech house balls come 
with a standard drilling but are 
also available in an undrilled 
version. The balls are colour 
coded for easy recognition. 
On top of that the weight 
indication is also engraved 
in the ball making it wear- 
resistant for years to come.
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HOUSE  
BALLS
  DESIGN SERIES

You want to add a unique element 
to your venue which enhances the 
look and feel of your bowling centre

Billiard-style house balls are made from 

the same solid urethane construction as 

the Bowltech basic house ball. 

The double sided weight indication  

is engraved in the ball making it  

wear-resistant for years to come.

Classic style icon
 Made from solid urethane

The Billiard house balls are a perfect fit for  
boutique-style bowling centres or VIP areas.  
The recognizable and iconic designed balls  
will certainly add style and flavour to every  
bowling centre which strives for that unique  
and recognizable retro image.

A true sport icon
 Made from solid urethane

What do you get when recreational bowling  
and the most popular sport in the world  
collide? A very unique and attractive  
bowling ball! This soccer ball is an absolute  
eye catcher and will increase your bowlers  
enthusiasm on the lanes even more. 

Available weights 5- 15 lbs

Available weights 6- 15 lbs

This sporty and  iconic design  
adds real style and flavour to your  
boutique-style bowling centre
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Solid urethane 
 Tough construction

The soccer-style house balls 
are made from the same solid 
urethane construction as the 
Bowltech basic house ball. 
The double sided weight
indication and colour coding 
ensures quick recognition. Your 
bowlers will spend less time 
looking and more time bowling.

House balls are the centrepieces of your centre  

make sure you check their quality on a regular basis

The ideal house ball for bowling centres with a sports bar: the soccer ball!

SPORTY 
CHOICE

A durable house ball 
is very important to 
your bowling centre

This sporty house 
ball enhances the 
look & feel of your 
(sports) centre
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BOWLING  
PINS
  COLLECTION

This trophy pin is the perfect prize 
for your bowling tournament

These distinctive colorful pins  
are real eye-catchers 

SE bowling pins are a real  
‘value for money’ deal!

A patented lock-in ring  

persists for the life of  

the pin and is designed

to reduce sliding

The golden finish together with 

the synthetic coating gives this 

pin a real luxurious feel

This USBC approved

pin has a nylon base  

to prevent sliding

Quality nylon top coating
 Wooden core

This pin checks all the boxes and is real value  
for your money! A great quality wooden pin  
with a synthetic nylon top coating. SE Pins are 
also USBC approved.

10 bowling pins a box

Eye catching trophy pin
 USBC approved

This golden pin has a synthetic coating and  
wooden core. With its luxurious appearance  
it is the perfect prize for every bowling  
tournament winner or corporate event.

sales unit per piece

Stand out from the crowd
 Unique USBC approved pins

You can distinguish your centre from others  
with these unique colored bowling pins. Use  
them on the pindeck, as a gift or as a bowling 
trophy for your tournaments.

sales unit per piece
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The only synthetic pin 
 with USBC approval 

The Twister pin is by far the 
best value pin on the market 
due to its long service life. Add 
to that its excellent, consistent
scoring and with Twister you 
have the best investment for
your bowling centre. On top of 
that, the extremely strong neck 
far exceeds the breaking point 
of wooden pins.

SMART 
CHOICE

The strongest neck  
in the market by far

The longest service life and 

therefore the best value pin 

100% synthetic and almost  

indestructible. Due to the long 

service life you save on your 

maintenance costs. 

10 pins a box

Due to its long service 
life the best value pin 
in the market
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The Fun Bumpers are the lower cost  

alternative to integrated bumper systems

Succesful for over 20 years
 Simple and effective

To prevent your youngest bowlers from  
countless gutter balls and getting discouraged  
a bumper system is almost indispensable.  
These Fun Bumpers are an affordable solution
for centres that do not have an integrated
bumper system.

Available in grey

Available in black

The bumpersystem is installed  
in just a few seconds on any  
lane of your choosing.

IN
TEGR ATED BUMPER S Y STEMS

Tel: +44 (0) 1622 683628  FOR DETAILS CONTACT U
S
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KIDS  
BOWLING
  GUIDANCE

The bowling ramp is made of metal 
and yet very lightweight due to the 
open construction.

This ramp is simply constructed with very 

strong metal joints.

Popular yet simple ramp
 A bowling proprietor’s favorite 

This black metal bowling ramp has been a  
sales hit for years. The ramp can be used for  
both children and disabled bowlers because  
of its neutral appearance and light weight.  
The “Point & Push system” requires no physical 
strength and is user-friendly.



Designed to hit pins 
 Loved by kids

The Dragon ramps are designed 
with a wide base to create more 
stability. The height is calculated
for an optimum ball speed when 
using the Junior house ball. The 
design also takes into account 
kids never have to lift the ball 
above their head when placing 
the ball on the ramp.

CHILD’S 
CHOICE Kids get discouraged easily and give up quickly: 

Give young bowlers the assurance of hitting pins 

Purple Glow: the dragon ramps with a glow-coating light up in the dark.

5 different colours

Pink

Red
Glow

Green

Green 
Glow
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Personalize your Pinsippers
 Create a lasting memory

Pinsippers are the perfect gift for birthday  
and bowling parties. They are available in 
five versions ‘Happy Birthday’ (2x), ‘I like to strike’  
and ‘I love bowling’ (2x). Vol. 75 cl with easy  
press sipper. When purchasing larger amounts  
(5000 pcs.) you can personalize the sippers.

Available in 5 versions

You want to offer a small gift as  
a lasting memory for a birthday
party at your centre.

When purchasing larger amounts you can 

personalize the sippers with your own logo!

NEW

KIDS  
BOWLING
  FUN & PARTY

You want to offer a small gift as  
a lasting memory for a birthday
party at your centre.

A fun gift at birthday parties
  Or your perfect merchandise

These plush pins are the perfect merchandise  
for your bowling centre! They also come as a  
keychain in a 30 piece display box. The ideal  
POS material on your counter! Or use it as a
gift, a nice lasting memory after a fun kids
birthday party at your centre.

Available in three sizes

The plush pins come in 3 sizes: 35cm, 25cm 

and 15cm. The smallest size has a key ring.



A birthday party of 5... 
 is 4 new customers

That is potentially the truth. The 
value of kids birthday parties to 
your business is more than clear. 
The party package consists 
of: plates, tablemats, napkins, 
name badges, balloons, cups 
and exclusive straws. This 
newly designed party pack is 
100 % biodegradable.

CHILD’S 
CHOICE

The package includes 100% biodegradable straws with 5 new jungle figures.

100 pieces per item

You want to invest in  
repeat customers and 
attract new customers 
at the same time

You want to offer kids  
the time of their lives
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COACHING  
TOOLS
  COLLECTION

With it’s light weight and compact 
size you have this coaching tool up 
and running in no time.

The Board box displays the board a 

bowling ball travels across instantly. 

The Arrow coaching tool helps you  

to define several bowling-positions,  

like for instance the Set-up position

Board box
 Easy tool, fast calibration

This portable device tells you which board  
you hit when bowling. This is a great tool  
for centres who have a large number of  
league bowlers. The Board box is powered  
by a lithium battery which can be charged  
with the supplied adapter.

Arrow 3D Reference Tool
 Multifunctional training tool

With the Arrow you can visualize bowling  
positions like the set-up position, pushaway,  
finish position and more! This light weight  
tool can replace many bowling-aids and is  
easy to carry and set-up. Dozens of shape  
combinations are possible!

uses no electricity, just creativity!

Lithium battery / 230 V

The Arrow 3D Reference Tool gives  
bowlers a physical reference point 
to see while practicing their skills
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The perfect path 
 Drawn with light 

The Torch X was designed to  
explain the aiming process. 
Using LED lights the Torch X 
reflects a path of light on the 
lane, helping you to select the 
right launch angle and hit your 
target time after time. As you 
move left to right, Torch X will 
change its position, showing 
the correct position at all times.

COACH’S 
CHOICE

You want to have an 
useful yet affordable 
coaching tool.

230 V / 12 V battery 

You want to connect  
your league bowlers  
more to your centre

Torch X is powered by 230V or an optional 12V rechargeable battery pack  

which lasts 5-6 hours when fully charged
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If you want to attract league bowlers to your centre 

Torch X is an effective and affordable tool 



This Bowltech brochure has been carefully  
compiled. However, printing and typing  
errors are reserved. Edition 07-2020
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